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Attempt any 10 questions.

All questions carry equal marks of 10 each.

1. In certain cases, the State has been given the privilege not to produce certain documents which relate
to the affairs of the state. Discuss the law relating to it.

2. A Hindu woman was married to X in October, 1986. X died in June 1990. She then married another
man Y in July 1990 and gave birth to a son in September 1990. Can it be lawfully claimed that the son
is the legitimate son of  Y.

3. No one when about to die is presumed to lie. Elaborate this statement using relevant case laws.

4. Discuss in detail the difference between admission and confession under the Indian Evidence Act,
1872

5. A intending to kill B fires at B’s coat hanging in his bedroom mistaking it for B. Can A be prosecuted
for attempt to murder B?

6. Mens rea implies a state of the mind, a mind at fault. No act is criminal unless done with such a mind.
Discuss.

7. When and under what conditions or circumstances can death lawfully be caused in the exercise of the
right of private defence?

8. X, an Officer in charge of a police station receives a telephone call that a minor girl has been forced
for prostitution within the limits of his police station. Describe the provisions relating to investigation
by police under Criminal Procedure Code, 1973.

9. A, a former minister alleges that he has been falsely implicated in case of receiving bribe from a
foreign country. M apprehending arrest moves an application for anticipatory bail. What factors
should be kept in mind while considering application for anticipatory bail?

10. Distinguish between cognizable and non-cognizable offence with examples.

11. Discuss the object and reason for enacting the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988.

12. Explain the provisions under which a driving licence is obtained under the provisions of the Motor
Vehicles Act, 1988.
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